
Evaluate the marketing potential of a target investment. 

Our Process

Marketing Due Diligence

Deep-dive analysis of the full marketing
funnel from website visitors to Closed-Won.

Insights on scalability potential of paid
media campaigns with highest pipeline ROI. 

Identification of areas for efficiency and
integration to scale marketing while

optimizing spend.

Analysis of current team structure and
recommendations to support scaling

marketing.

Calculate adjustments to marketing
budget needed to hit booking targets.

We can support a transaction from kick-off to full output within 2 weeks.

We help PE firms understand how Marketing can drive enterprise value in the
first 100 days and beyond.



Marketing Due Diligence

Major Differentiators

Unlike most providers, we offer marketing-specific due diligence
Get outputs that focus on what drives top-line revenue growth, rather than
exhaustive website and tech stack analysis.
Get a granular analysis of marketing performance at campaign and channel
levels.
Get a clear picture of the investment the business needs with forecasts for
ROI, max potential spend, and payback period.
Get industry-specific recommendations informed by SaaS expertise. 
Get your results fast - we understand the time pressures during acquisitions so
we deliver within a couple of weeks and can usually start work immediately. 

Key Outcomes We've Delivered

Delivered a roadmap to productively increase paid media spend by 104%.
Outlined SEO plan to deliver an extra 155 organically-sourced paid
accounts monthly.
Uncovered lack of fit with target market that was resulting in churn issues.
Pinpointed channels bringing in leads well above acceptable cost per MQL
and only delivering $0.17 revenue per $1 investment.
Identified need to scale paid media budget by $847K from previous year to
deliver enough pipeline to hit targets.
Outlined strategy to generate expected 4.2 return on paid media in first
year, based on historic conversion rates.

We've worked with top PE firms to deliver due diligence results including:

Book Your Consult

Schedule a time to speak with our team about how we can help you evaluate the
marketing potential of a target investment. 

https://www.howtosaas.com/due-diligence-book-a-consult

